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- This book describes in simple form the present economic organisation of
England. In surveying the situation in regard to finance, industry aad
trade, it becomes clear that these are closely related to one another and
that the individual worker or employer is indirectly affected by economic
aims or political policies influencing any one of these fields. An examina-
tion of England's position in regard to foreign trade and international
finance demonstrates the extent to which her prosperity is dependent upon
the economic well-being of other nations.
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By dr. faitsto pitigliani.    Demy 8vo.   300 pp.
This book describes the economic organisation of the Fascist Corporative
State and emphasises the real achievements of the System mainly in the
field of industrial relations. The growing influence of a spirit of syndical
cohesion among employers and workers, as participants in national pro-
duction, is shown in the development of the occupational associations and
in the constitution of the organs responsible for the Italian economic
movement.
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By Hon. F. W. eggleston, formerly Attorney-General, State
of Victoria.   Demy 8vo.   375 pp.
The British Australian: "His book should have remarkable value in j
Australia, where readers can learn from it how in future to avoid mistakes
which intelligent owners of these great State enterprises must wish to
avoid. Nor should it be less useful here in showing students of social,
and political problems, not only what Victoria has lost or suffered through
her State Socialism, but also what she has escaped or gained."
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By alexander J. boyazoglu, D.Sc., Laureate of the French
Academy of Agriculture.   Demy 8vo.   294 pp.
CONTENTS: I. Agricultural Credit as an Independent Credit Branch—
II. Capital in Agriculture—III. The Organisation and the Forms of
Agricultural Credit and Agricultural Credit Transactions—IV. The
Foundations on which Agricultural Credit is based: The Guarantees—
V. Categories of Agricultural Credit in Conformity with the Guarantees
Offered—VI, The Main Branches of Agricultural Credit—-VII. The
Indebtedness of Agriculture—VIII. Usury in Rural Districts—IX. The
Systems of Organisation of Agricultural Credit—X. The Policy of Agirf
cutlural Credit Institutions—XL The International Agricultural Credit
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